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vuitton x series 4

There is a perfect storm brewing between 
fashion and the ultimate cartoon fantasy world: 
Japanese Animé. Early indicators were JW 
Anderson’s Spring Summer 2016 collection for 
Loewe, turning art by famous 
manga Akira and Mobile Suit Gundam into 
fashion statements. Then came Louis Vuitton 
who commissioned Square Enix to license 
Lightning, a character designed by Isamu 
Kamikuryo for Final Fantasy XIII, to be the face 
of its Spring Summer 2016 campaign. Nicolas 
Ghesquière, creative director at the time 
explained: “If we push the reflection about 
heroines, or what might constitute the nature of 
a woman whose actions can be so courageous 
that she becomes superior and iconic, it 
becomes obvious that a virtual entity integrates 
with the founding principles of the Maison. 
Lightning is the perfect avatar for a global, 
heroic woman. She is also the symbol of new 
pictorial processes. How can you create an 
image that goes beyond the classic principles 
of photography and design? Lightning heralds 
a new era of expression.”

jw anderson x loewe SS16

Akira
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Blade runner poster

Prada’s recent Spring Summer 2018 also channelled Japanese art influences, with Taiwanese-American artist James Jean 
comic and manga-inspired graphics adorning the collection. Fashion’s “enfant cheri” Raf Simons’ Spring Summer 2018 

catwalk show was inspired by the 1982 sci-fi epic Blade Runner which pulled inspiration from Anime culture, avatars and 
cyborgs with its 2017 sequel Blade Runner 2049. During the Raf Simons show Chinese lanterns were glowing red and signs 

were saying REPLICANT.  

Prada 
SS18

Raf Simmons ss18- inspired by 
Blade Runner
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Apple Ar headset ready to launch in 2020

2017 marked a turning point for augmented reality where it went from niche technology to must-have and for 2018, we 
expect tech giants to push AR into the mainstream, launching many tools for everyday mobile use. Apple and Google 
have already unveiled ARKit and ArCore, tools that let software developers build AR experiences for the iPhone and 

Android devices.This indicates the dawn of a new world of reality meets fantasy where we can start co- habitating with 
anime-inspired avatars and our favourite cartoon characters. AR made a breakthrough with the general public through the 

massively popular Pokémon Go and we already have internet sensations such as Lil Miquela creating breakthroughs in 
influencer marketing. 

Lil Miquela, an computer generated instagram model
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For fashion could this signal the ultimate marriage between style and fantasy? With the resurgence of the 
90s and global cultural exchange, fans are embracing a wider definition of what “animé” means. Nostalgia 

runs deep and with 90s memories come flashbacks of dubbed anime series, which had started being 
imported in the late ’80s with shows such as Voltron and Robotech. 

le21eme seoul 

Julian David FW17

Jeremy Scott SS18

Comme des Garcons SS18
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eastwood wong manga inspired 
fashion illustrations

Takashi-Murakami-x-Louis-Vuitton-
Everything

eastwood wong manga inspired 
fashion illustrations

ip_lobato
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Surfing the wave of collaborations and nostalgia is Supreme, now releasing their collaboration with 
Katsuhiro Otomo, the creator of Akira, through a series of tees, hoodies and ceramics. Supreme regularly 

works with artists and in this case the dedication of streetwear aficionados and weeaboos is matched.

supreme x akira-2
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Animé’s are also benefiting from the art factor with iconic animé character Doreamon being revisited by 
a host of acclaimed Japanese artists including Takashi Murakami for a Tokyo exhibit called “Create Your 
Own Original Doraemon”. As one of the most popular Manga series in Japan created by Fujiko Fujio in 

1970, it revolves around a young boy named Nobita and a blue robot cat from the future. 

ALOYE X doraemon

Murakami x Doraemon exhibition 
2018
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Ar nosurge Ode to an Unborn Star Opening Trailer PS3 source youtube

The Anime trend comes with a breadth of cultural meaning and fandom. If well channelled it can form a 
uniquely creative avenue for art collaboration and technology. It has the power to connect with an audience 

nostalgic of the 80s and 90s and pointing to the future with fantasy characters becoming a part of our 
everyday through AR and Avatars
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